On Lessons Not Learned: Blue Cities Like Seattle Confirm the Broken Windows Theory—40 Years After It Was Proposed
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Empowering a Criminal

Aspiring musician Travis Berge moved to Seattle in 2014. Over the next four years, he racked up a hefty criminal record with over 35 criminal convictions and violations. His documented offenses included disturbance, assault, trespass, and attempted rape.

Berge made it into a report on 100 of Seattle’s most prolific offenders.


“Nice,” Berge answered with an impish grin. “Which one am I?” he asked, jumping up and down.

“Which number on the list? Oh, you’re up there,” Johnson responded.
When asked about his methamphetamine usage, Berge said, “I try to use it at least once a day, but I don’t really consider myself a drug abuser.”

“Do you steal for your habit?” Johnson asked.

“I actually just started stealing last Monday,” Berge claimed. “I’m having a blast now,” he added, implying that he plans to continue stealing. “It is so much fun.”

Johnson asked Berge the common-sense question that would be on the mind of every viewer: What should Seattle’s criminal justice system do with a guy like him?

“I think that this system has done what any viable...legitimate system would. And they’ve really, like, exalted me and shown deference and love towards me,” Berge confessed. “I don’t feel like I’ll ever be arrested again,” he added. “I haven’t been in jail for like a year and three months or so....[T]hat definitely shows that I have conquered the criminal justice system.”

A little over a year after Berge was featured in the documentary, he killed his girlfriend, Lisa Vach, while living in a tent near Seattle’s Cal Anderson Park. Investigators at the scene of the crime found Vach beaten to death in a tent near the park in Seattle’s Capitol Hill neighborhood. Berge later died in a tank filled with bleach and water while trying to escape the police.

Berge believed he had conquered the criminal justice system—and in a sense, he was right. He never had to break his addiction or quit stealing. He was never truly held accountable for his actions. Instead of providing the proper punishment, drug treatment, or both, Seattle enabled his addiction and criminality.

What Went Wrong?

There are countless stories like Travis Berge’s in Seattle. The fact that such prolific offenders are repeatedly let off the hook and allowed to indulge their addictions is an obvious sign that the rule of law and any semblance of public order are decaying.

This societal breakdown in the Emerald City, once a thriving business hub, has been underway for the past decade. To understand this decline, we should first consider the specific policies and approaches that have contributed to this decay.

- Seattle has taken a decidedly soft approach on crime.

- It has loosened its drug laws and has discouraged law enforcement officials from enforcing existing laws with respect to public drug use and possession.
It has enabled homelessness by taking a “Housing First” approach to the crisis while overlooking the other serious causes of homelessness—untreated mental illness and substance abuse.

Second, we should explore the broader philosophical and sociological assumptions at play. The city’s progressive leaders have been blinded by an ideology that eschews basic facts about human nature and the foundational sources of an orderly, peaceful society. They have focused on “free handouts” that ignore trade-offs and incentives rather than on the vital institutions that uphold society: families, churches, schools, civic organizations, businesses, and a functioning legal system.

Seattle is an example of a broader trend among progressive cities around the country. The Emerald City may be beyond repair, but it is worth analyzing how this happens—if only to prevent it from happening to other cities that are not so far gone.

**Broken Windows**

George Kelling and James Q. Wilson wrote of this problem in their classic 1982 article, “Broken Windows.” “[A]t the community level, disorder and crime are usually inextricably linked,” they wrote. “Social psychologists and police officers tend to agree that if a window in a building is broken and is left unrepaired, all the rest of the windows will soon be broken.”

Broken windows signal a breakdown of communal barriers, of “the sense of mutual regard and the obligations of civility.” Kelling and Wilson argued that vandalism can occur in any city once these communal barriers are “lowered by actions that seem to signal that ‘no one cares.’”

“Untended” behavior also erodes community controls. Take a neighborhood with an abandoned piece of property. Litter piles up, windows are broken, fights break out over the pettiest of offenses. “Many residents will think that crime, especially violent crime, is on the rise, and they will modify their behavior accordingly.” Residents are less likely to go outside, and this in turn erodes the organic bonds of community. The neighborhood descends into a state of disorder, making it more vulnerable to criminal invasion. It is “more likely that here,” Kelling and Wilson argued, “rather than in places where people are confident they can regulate public behavior by informal controls, drugs will change hands, prostitutes will solicit, and cars will be stripped.”

Forty-two years after their famous essay on broken windows, we see a similar process of urban decay underway in Seattle. Walking downtown
through Pioneer Square or Westlake Plaza will give you the sense that “no one really cares.” Bad policies have contributed to this culture of lawlessness, and the Broken Windows theory—despite decades of scholarly debate about its application—is still being confirmed by the spirals of decay in our bluest cities, including Seattle, with the persistence of homeless encampments and open-air drug use.

Moreover, Broken Windows proved to be a successful strategy in the fight to restore law and order in New York City in the 1990s. Rather than heeding such lessons, however, Seattle mayors and city prosecutors decided to veer far left about a decade ago. Is it really a coincidence that once city leaders adopted new progressive approaches to law enforcement, crime and vagrancy skyrocketed?

Seattle’s Urban Decay

Seattle now ranks among the worst major American cities in terms of homeless encampments and open drug use. It has become comparable to San Francisco’s Tenderloin district and Los Angeles’ Skid Row. If you walk downtown or in any of the city’s surrounding districts, homeless encampments sprawl on the sidewalks and under highways and bridges. Trash, human waste, and needles litter the sidewalks. As the city’s policies on crime, loitering, and open drug use have become more lenient, violent crime, deaths from drug overdoses, and the rate of homelessness have skyrocketed.

Over the past decade, Seattle has become a haven for criminals, drug addicts, and loiterers. Like Travis Berge, these people come to Seattle because it has become known for its lax drug and crime policies, a phenomenon known as the “magnet effect.” According to a 2019 Point-in-Time count, 45 percent of the local homeless population came from outside the King County area, which includes Seattle and surrounding cities like Bellevue and Redmond.

From 2015 to 2022, the region’s homeless population grew by 32 percent. In Seattle alone, homelessness increased by 17 percent during this period. According to U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) statistics, homelessness in Washington State grew by about 11 percent from 2022 to 2023. A majority of this population, as previously found, is concentrated in the Seattle region. From 2020 to 2022, the homeless population in Washington State grew by 10 percent, and more than 70 percent of that growth was in Seattle and King County.

The Seattle area has also seen a dramatic increase in deaths from drug overdoses in the past few years. There were a record-breaking 1,200 drug
overdose deaths in 2023 according to Seattle–King County statistics.\textsuperscript{14} This number has tripled over the past four years. The vast majority of these deaths were associated with fentanyl. In Seattle alone, there was a 72 percent increase in drug overdose deaths from 2021 to 2022, and most of these deaths involved fentanyl or methamphetamine.\textsuperscript{15}

The homeless were vastly overrepresented in this depressing statistic. Between January 1, 2023, and May 17, 2023, 20 percent of King County’s 530 overdose deaths were among the homeless—a rate that was on track to break all previous drug overdose records among the county’s homeless population.\textsuperscript{16}

Crime has skyrocketed as well. In 2022, the rate of violent crime (homicide, rape, robbery, and aggravated assault) in Seattle reached a 15-year high.\textsuperscript{17} And Seattle surpassed a 30-year homicide record in 2023. By the end of November, Seattle had already reached a total of 71 homicides, two more than the city’s previous record of 69 murders in all of 1994.\textsuperscript{18} At the same time, the city’s police staffing has reached record lows. From 2020 to 2022, the Seattle Police Department lost over 400 officers.\textsuperscript{19}

Meanwhile, businesses are fleeing the city. In 2021, the Downtown Seattle Association estimated that 500 street-level businesses had closed since 2019.\textsuperscript{20}

**Seattle Wasn’t Always Like This**

I was born in 1999 at the University of Washington Hospital in Seattle at the height of the tech boom. The turn of the millennium was the cap on a decade in which the Seattle metropolitan area began to buzz with wealth and energy, infused by industry leaders such as stalwart Microsoft and a newcomer called Amazon—which at the time was still headquartered in an old hospital atop Seattle’s Beacon Hill.

Between 1990 and 1998, King County underwent an economic boom that created nearly 175,000 new jobs and a population growth of 158,500.\textsuperscript{21} Nearly 75 percent of the county’s high-tech growth between 1995 and 1998 was in Seattle and Eastside cities.\textsuperscript{22} By 1999, over 24,000 Washingtonians were employed in the software industry, nearly all of them in King County.\textsuperscript{23}

The rapid growth in the Seattle metropolitan region’s knowledge and high-tech sectors attracted innovation and talent. By the late 1990s, about two million people lived in the Seattle metropolitan area.\textsuperscript{24} This period of economic growth brought prosperity and a bustling, optimistic culture characterized as the “Seattle Spirit” to the city.

The late Seattle lawyer and businessman Tom Alberg described the city’s economic growth in this period as a “flywheel.” “As more people move to
Seattle, more innovations give rise to new companies, which attract more creative people, and the flywheel accelerates,” Alberg wrote in 2021, looking back on the 1990s boom. But how did this flywheel get going in the first place? As Alberg sees it, Seattle has had two economic flywheels. One generated its early economic growth with the foundation of Boeing in 1916, and one generated its later explosion. “What the two have in common,” in his view, “is a beautiful setting with plenty of opportunities that attract pioneering, entrepreneurial types, and keep them there.”

At the same time the economy was booming, crime in Seattle was dropping. Property crime declined steadily throughout the 1990s. Violent crime, which was high at the beginning of the decade, fell dramatically in the mid-1990s and remained low well into the 2000s. The murder rate dropped by 32 percent from 1994 to 1995 and 25 percent from 1995 to 1996. The University of Washington, located in Seattle’s University District, was considered one of the safest urban campuses in the nation. My family lived safely less than a mile from campus until 2013.

This spirit of innovation, however, has been quashed in recent years by progressive city officials who have demonized businesses and allowed lawlessness to flourish—all in the name of “equity” and “social justice.”

Seattle has been liberal for decades, but not too long ago, it was governed by officials who had some common sense about enforcing the law and maintaining civil society. Over the past decade, however, the Seattle City Council and prosecutors have gone from liberal to radically leftist. The difference is glaring.

One such member of the City Council, who served for the past decade, was Kshama Sawant of the Socialist Alternative party. I remember when Sawant was first running for election back in 2013. Pink posters with her face on them littered our neighborhood of Montlake, which was part of the district she would come to represent. We had moved to the East Coast by the time Sawant took office, narrowly escaping her reign of terror.

**Punishing Business**

In 2014, with Sawant’s support, Seattle became the first major city to approve a $15 minimum wage. In 2017, by a vote of 9 to 0, the Seattle City Council passed the infamous “head tax” on the city’s largest businesses (imposing a $275 annual tax on all Amazon employees, for instance). Then-Council President Bruce Harrell, now Seattle’s mayor, backed the bill at the time, saying it would help to address the homelessness crisis. The tax was originally supposed to generate $75 million per year, about
three-quarters of which would be spent on building “deeply affordable” housing units over the next five years.

The justifiable backlash from businesses and ordinary voters was so strong that the City Council repealed the head tax shortly after it was passed. Sawant and Councilwoman Teresa Mosqueda bemoaned the repeal.  

City Council progressives have managed to pass other punitive measures that affect Seattle’s businesses. The JumpStart Seattle tax, passed in 2020, targets Amazon and other big companies in the region. The tax is meant to fund progressive pet projects such as affordable housing, climate change efforts, and the City Council’s equitable development initiative. The city is now struggling to raise revenue from the payroll tax because—to no one’s surprise—the tech industry in Seattle is languishing.

In addition to directly punishing big companies, which employ thousands of Seattle and King County residents, Seattle has punished businesses indirectly by allowing crime and drug addiction to flourish on its streets. As a result, businesses that were once key sources of the city’s prosperity have fled. Over the past couple of years, for instance, Amazon has been moving employees out of its buildings in downtown Seattle to other locations such as the neighboring (and still functional) city of Bellevue. In 2022, Amazon pulled its workers from one location on 300 Pine Street in Seattle, citing crime concerns. In 2023, the company terminated the lease of another office near its South Lake Union campus and announced that 2,000 employees would be moving from various Seattle offices to Bellevue. In November 2023, Amazon founder and former CEO Jeff Bezos announced that he was moving from the Seattle area to Miami.

The customs brokerage firm TR International went farther and moved its headquarters away from the city. The firm’s CEO cited violence and rampant homelessness and drug use as the reasons. “Downtown started off as a vibrant place to be. Over time we became embarrassed,” she told King 5 News. In September 2023, Target announced that it was closing two of its Seattle locations, citing theft and organized retail crime among its reasons.

Though not all businesses that have closed in Seattle have cited crime as the reason for having done so, a 2022 Seattle City Auditor report revealed the nature of the crisis. That year, Seattle police received over 13,000 calls from the top 100 retail locations downtown. These calls cost police more than 18,000 hours annually, which is about equal to the annual work of nine full-time officers.

Seattle has become hostile to business and the prosperity it brings, and as businesses continue to flee the city, drug addicts and criminals flock there.
Crime

In 2019, Seattle attorney and former public safety consultant Scott Lindsay issued a report on 100 prolific offenders who cycled in and out of Seattle’s criminal justice system. The group was meant to be a representative sample of the larger population of frequent offenders in Seattle’s busiest neighborhoods. Lindsay found that “the individuals sampled in this report [had] cycled through the criminal justice system with little accountability and no apparent impact on their behavior.”

In a follow-up report, Lindsay found that the Seattle City Attorney’s Office (under then-City Attorney Pete Holmes) declined to file nearly half of all misdemeanor non-traffic cases that Seattle police referred each year. Moreover, prosecutors would take an average of six months to file cases in which the defendant was not in custody. According to the report, the rate at which cases were declined skyrocketed over 10 years: Just 17 percent of cases were declined in 2007, and 46 percent were declined by 2017.

The key commonalities among prolific offenders were substance use disorders, mental health conditions, and homelessness. “Of the 100 individuals examined based on significant recent criminal activity,” Lindsay reported, “all 100 of them had indicators that they struggle with substance use disorders.”

About 40 percent of the sampled repeat offenders showed clear signs of mental health disorders. Some 20 percent of the sample had histories of unprovoked assaults on innocent victims. Many in this group had previously been declared not competent to stand trial. Therefore, new cases referred against them were dismissed, and those offenders were released after a brief period of incarceration.

As Lindsay’s reports suggest, crime in Seattle is linked to drug use and homelessness. The city has been reluctant to crack down on crimes that are classified as “homelessness-related offenses,” which include theft, property destruction, and drug crimes. These are not victimless crimes.

“The increase in street disorder is largely a function of the fact that heroin, crack, and meth possession has been largely legalized in the city over the past several years,” Lindsay told former Seattle Mayor Ed Murray in 2015. “The unintended consequence of that social policy effort has been to make Seattle a much more attractive place to buy and sell hard-core drugs. With drugs and drug addiction,” just as Kelling and Wilson predicted, “comes property crimes and street disorder.”

The situation grew worse in the wake of the George Floyd riots in the summer of 2020. The Seattle City Council supported the radical “defund
the police” movement, pushed by progressive activist organizations such as Decriminalize Seattle and King County Equity Now. Seven of the City Council’s nine members voted to slash the Seattle Police Department budget by 50 percent.48

Even though a majority of the City Council backed draconian cuts in the police budget, however, members “quickly discovered...that a 50 percent cut was not possible,” Council member Lisa Herbold recounted.49 Ultimately, the City Council cut 20 percent of the police budget in 2020, including cuts in overtime and salaries.50 Given the rising crime rates, this was still a radical and irresponsible cut.

In 2022, the City Council passed a budget proposal that eliminated 80 vacant Seattle police officer positions. Budget Chair Teresa Mosqueda issued a statement saying that “[d]espite a grim budget forecast, the Chair stayed true to our values and invested in public safety with a racial equity and justice lens—despite the rhetoric [that] this budget decreases community safety investments.”51 Others, however, believed these cuts did not bode well for the future of the Seattle Police Department.

“Since 2020, SPD has lost over 400 officers and is now down to about 30% of its deployable force,” said Sara Nelson, a more moderate City Council member, who voted against the measure. “We won’t be able to hire enough officers if we continue down this road,” Nelson told a local talk show host.52 By May 2022, the number of trained and deployable officers in Seattle was the lowest it had been in over 30 years.53 As we have seen in other cities across the country, cuts in police budgets and hostility from anti-police activists have hurt recruiting, retention, and morale of police forces.

The dramatic shortage of police officers in the last couple years was followed by more crime in the city. According to Jim Fuda of Crime Stoppers Puget Sound, criminals and drug addicts know that Seattle’s police force is short hundreds of officers. Crime has “become attractive... [T]hat’s why it’s grown,” said Fuda.54 The city may crack down on violent crime, but aside from this, drug-related crimes are largely unchecked.

“Seattle is in a crisis of its own making, with soaring crime in parts of the city enabled by lax enforcement and prosecution,” wrote the Seattle Times editorial board in a surprisingly frank 2019 article on the city’s persistent crime problem. “Drug addiction is a root cause but political dysfunction is exacerbating the problem by allowing prolific offenders to repeatedly steal, threaten and attack people with little consequence,” the writers added. “This is causing substantial harm, not only to individuals but [to] the city’s appeal as a place to raise families, create jobs and provide opportunity.”55
A Broken Windows theorist would predict that small crimes like petty theft and loitering, when not enforced, beget public disorder and larger crimes. Although current Seattle City Attorney Ann Davison has prioritized cracking down on crime far more than her predecessor Pete Holmes, it’s unclear how much she can curb the rampant drug addiction, disorderliness, and spirit of lawlessness that have pervaded the city. Under the law, the Seattle City Attorney can only prosecute misdemeanors in the City of Seattle. The King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office, headed by liberal Leesa Manion, is responsible for prosecuting all felony state crimes.

Seattle’s current mayor, Bruce Harrell, also announced his plans to crack down on crime upon taking office in 2022. He admitted that he “inherited a mess,” but again, it is not clear that he can make a difference. For instance, Harrell tried to direct law enforcement to areas with high criminal activity, but recent reports indicate that crime and drug dens are still flourishing in those parts of town.

Seattle Police Chief Adrian Diaz even admitted that despite their efforts to curb crime, Mayor Harrell and City Attorney Davison will need “outside help” to address the problem effectively. “Many challenges facing our city cannot be solved by one department,” Diaz said. “SPD cannot arrest its way out of rising crime, homelessness, mental health and economic equality.”

In other words, even Chief Diaz is admitting that the crime problem has become so bad that it is beyond the control of law enforcement. “When we allow for the chronic violation of laws and social norms,” as Michael Shellenberger has observed in his book San Fransicko, “we erode the foundation of our cities and civilization.”

Drugs

In 2021, the Washington Supreme Court struck down the state’s law that classified drug possession as a felony. This ruling, known as the Blake decision, “effectively invalidated half a century of criminal convictions, along with related aspects, like required restitution for crimes related to those causes,” writes one Cascade PBS journalist. Washington Governor Jay Inslee, a Democrat, then signed a temporary bill that classified drug possession as a misdemeanor, but only upon the third violation. The temporary bill was set to sunset after two years, at which point, if state lawmakers did not pass a permanent measure, Washington would have become the second state after Oregon to decriminalize the possession of hard drugs.

Thankfully, Washington did not follow in Oregon’s footsteps. In May 2023, the Washington legislature passed a bill raising drug possession and
public use from a misdemeanor to a gross misdemeanor—but not a felony. A few months later, the Seattle City Council passed a law to align the city’s municipal code with the new state law, giving the City Attorney’s Office authority to prosecute drug crimes. However, despite these changes, law enforcement is largely discouraged from enforcing this law: Whether an officer is to make an arrest is based on whether an offender seems to pose a “threat of harm to others.”

Jonathan Choe, a Seattle-based journalist for the Discovery Institute’s Fix Homelessness project, reported in 2023 that the city’s new drug law does not seem to have curbed drug-related crimes. “Just hours after a shooting near 12th Ave[] & Jackson St. Tues. evening, the open-air drug den and black market of stolen goods only had around 60 people,” according to Choe, adding that “I want to say the city’s new drug bill is working, but we’re just in the ‘educational’ phase. No one is really being arrested for smoking fentanyl. They’re just being told to move along.”

Choe also reported last year that Seattle residents should assume that drug dealers are taking advantage of homeless encampments, called “trap tents,” that are scattered throughout the city: “This open-air drug market is being brazenly operated on Washington State Department of Transportation property and is just a block away from the notorious camp that blew up last month after a DRUG FUELED TURF WAR gone bad.”

Choe wrote in 2022 that “[a]long 3rd Avenue, against the backdrop of Pike Place Market in Seattle’s downtown core, the addicts smoke and inject all kinds of substances in plain sight.” He noted that the “current drug of choice is fentanyl.” One man showed Choe how he inhales fentanyl with a hollowed-out pen. Fentanyl, often sold as “blues” pills, was sold three pills for $10 at the time of Choe’s writing, but “tomorrow it could be even cheaper. The drug dealers prey on these lost souls.”

Homelessness

Seattle’s unchecked drug crisis is intimately related to its homelessness crisis. One homeless woman interviewed in the Seattle Is Dying documentary said that everyone she encountered living on the streets was experiencing some level of drug addiction. Although this is anecdotal, any observer will see that it is likely true—and has been for years. As Manhattan Institute Senior Fellow Christopher Rufo has written, “The reality, obvious to anyone who spends any time in tent cities or emergency shelters, is that 80 percent of the homeless suffer from drug and alcohol addiction and 30 percent suffer from serious mental illness, including bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.”
A survey conducted by the City of Seattle in 2016 found that over half of the homeless surveyed admitted to using drugs or alcohol. And those are just self-reports. The actual number is likely much higher.69

In 2019, the California Policy Lab analyzed 64,000 surveys of sheltered and unsheltered homeless individuals across 15 states.70 Researchers found that mental health and substance abuse issues were among the main reasons that unsheltered individuals cited for being homeless. Moreover, the conditions related to health and substance abuse were present among the unsheltered homeless even before they lost housing. Compared with those in shelters, the unsheltered were “nearly three times as likely to report mental health conditions had contributed to loss of housing (50% to 17%), and more than eight times as likely to report that use of drugs or alcohol had contributed to loss of housing (51% vs. 6%).”71

In 2019, psychologist Kenneth Rosenberg estimated that at least one-quarter of the U.S. homeless population suffered from serious mental illness and that, among this group, as many as two-thirds also had a substance use disorder or other health condition.72 Others have made even higher estimates. In their book A Nation in Denial, for example, Alice Baum and Donald Burnes note that “emerging research” has “documented that up to 85 percent of all homeless adults suffer from chronic alcoholism, drug addiction, or some combination of the three.”73

**Housing First**

Progressive activists often insist that homelessness is the result of a lack of affordable housing. While high housing costs may exacerbate the problem, viewing homelessness as only a housing problem overlooks the deeper challenges facing those who languish on the streets.

Government “Housing First” policies seek to solve homelessness by making housing their main (if not their sole) focus, but Housing First policies have failed.74 The City of Seattle and King County have spent hundreds of millions (if not billions) of dollars on housing units for the homeless.75 Such projects have been underway for the better part of a decade, and it has been estimated that Seattle has spent nearly $1 billion on homelessness over this period,76 yet homelessness continues to rise.

The same is true in California, another state that has focused heavily on Housing First. California increased the number of permanent housing units for the homeless by 25,000 between 2010 and 2019. During that same period, the number of people who were living on the streets rose by 50 percent.77
In 2022, the Discovery Institute’s Fix Homelessness project reported that:

Seattle ranks third in the nation for its homelessness population, surpassed only by Los Angeles and New York City... All this despite millions of dollars in increased expenditures in attempts to address the growing crisis. In 2017, The Seattle Times reported that King County was pouring over $195 million into the homelessness problem (Seattle’s portion was more than $60 million).**

Why, then, has Seattle’s response to homelessness largely failed? It has failed primarily because homelessness advocates and city officials rely on faulty assumptions about the nature of the problem. Take, for instance, former Socialist Alternative City Councilwoman Kshama Sawant, who said that “the explosion of the homelessness crisis is a symptom of how deeply dysfunctional capitalism is and also how much worse living standards have gotten with the last several decades of the pushback against labor unions and against organizing and the decimation of mass movements.”

King County’s official response to homelessness similarly relies on the assumption that homelessness is a result of unaffordable housing and racial inequity. The King County Regional Homelessness Authority (KCRHA), which largely oversees homelessness outreach efforts in King County and Seattle, states that its mission is to “significantly decrease homelessness throughout King County, using equity and social justice principles.”

The KCRHA’s theory rests on the assumption that housing is a human right and that if anyone is homeless, someone else must therefore be violating that right. According to the KCRHA, no one should be homeless if there is enough affordable housing. The group’s approach is informed by an “equity-based decision making framework” that seeks “to proactively dismantle structural racism and advance equity.”

Seattle’s approach to homelessness is based on the Housing First model, which has been the model adopted by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development for the better part of a decade. HUD describes Housing First as an approach that houses the homeless quickly and “without preconditions and barriers to entry, such as sobriety, treatment or service participation requirements.” In other words, rather than giving recipients a reason to alter the behavior that led to their homelessness, Housing First advocates offer “free” housing with no strings attached.

Researchers have offered various hypotheses about why Housing First policies have failed to reduce overall rates of homelessness. For example:
According to a 2019 White House report, Housing First programs may initially reduce homelessness, but these short-term reductions can be undone by several possible mechanisms. For instance, “when people are removed from unsheltered environments, the street may become a less difficult place to sleep when it becomes less congested with homeless people who utilize the most sought after spots, again increasing the number of people who remain or fall into homelessness.” Also, those on the streets might choose to remain homeless longer than they otherwise would have in order to qualify for permanent supportive housing. And those who do receive supportive housing might be encouraged to remain in their free beds longer than they would have stayed homeless.

Housing First programs are also inefficient and expensive. Kevin Corinth of the American Enterprise Institute estimates that it takes about 10 units of permanent supportive housing to reduce homelessness by just one person.

University of Alabama researchers have written that the risks of Housing First programs include “worsening the addiction itself, as the federal collaborative initiative preliminary evaluation seemed to suggest, or failing to progress toward addictive recovery.”

A recent study in Ottawa, Canada, compared a Housing First group with a nonintervention control group and found that while clients in the Housing First group found housing more quickly and retained housing longer, the comparison group saw a greater decrease in drug use and a greater increase in total quality of life after two years. According to the authors, “One reason for the surprising results related to non-housing outcomes may be that aspects of the Housing First intervention, such as the privacy afforded by Housing First and the harm reduction approach, might result in slower improvements around substance use and mental health.”

As Christopher Rufo summarizes, studies have consistently shown that “residents of Housing First programs demonstrate reasonably high rates of housing retention, and consistently do not demonstrate any improvement in overcoming substance abuse, reduced psychiatric symptoms, or improved general well-being—the ‘human outcomes.’”
Nevertheless, advocates still cling blindly to the Housing First model. The extensive interviews that Michael Shellenberger conducted with Housing First acolytes for his book *San Fransicko* shed light on this blindness. “We support the Housing First model, not involuntary treatment,” American Civil Liberties Union attorney Jamie Crook told Shellenberger. Another ACLU spokesperson said that “no matter how a person falls into homelessness, the root cause is always the scarcity of affordable housing.”

The HUD and ACLU stance on homelessness is reflected in KCRHA’s mission as well as in other outreach programs that Seattle and King County offer. King County’s Familiar Faces Initiative follows an “intensive care model,” which includes services such as “Permanent Supportive Housing from a Housing First Approach,” “Harm Reduction,” and “Culturally Responsive Services” that “Align[] with King County Equity and Social Justice.” The program “center[s] the participants’ self-determination and individual recovery goals.”

Echoing this language, King County’s Health Care for the Homeless Network emphasizes “meeting the homeless where they are” and providing health care to the homeless “on their terms.” The network is committed to providing “equitable and racially just” services through “a harm-reduction, trauma-informed lens.”

**Harm Reduction**

The strategy of harm reduction, which seeks to reduce the negative consequences and “stigma” surrounding drug use, is a key—and vitally flawed—feature of the Housing First approach. On the federal level, HUD sees harm reduction as “an important part of the Housing First model as it is based on principles of self-determination and individual choice.” The Department of Health and Human Services lists harm reduction as a pillar of its Overdose Prevention Strategy.

Seattle and King County officials have used this harm-reduction strategy in their homelessness outreach programs. For instance, the Healthcare for the Homeless Network offers “safe injection sites” at several locations in downtown Seattle. This needle-exchange program receives funding from the State of Washington, King County, and the City of Seattle. Instead of treating the drug addiction, state and local officials simply try to make it safer for people to use drugs by offering sterile syringes. The Seattle and King County Public Health Department also offers fact sheets on how to “safely use” fentanyl and heroin.

Such efforts are well-meant, at least in part. For instance, harm-reduction programs seek to reduce the spread of blood-borne infections like HIV,
often transmitted by sharing needles, as well as the risk of drug overdose by offering Narcan on site. But these outreach efforts rest on the assumption that drug addiction is a symptom rather than a cause of homelessness. Instead of targeting the addiction itself, harm-reduction advocates seek to destigmatize drug use and make it as “safe” as possible for those who have not obtained permanent housing.

No Strings Attached

Ultimately, citywide and countywide efforts to eliminate homelessness have failed so egregiously because they rest on faulty assumptions about the nature of the crisis. A lack of affordable housing may be part of the story, but the problem runs much deeper and often includes drug addiction, severe mental illness, and lack of incentive to obey the law. The area’s homeless encampments and open-air drug markets have created an easy and visible incentive for people to indulge in their drug habits. Many suffer from mental illness, which is often a cause and/or effect of substance abuse. Rather than giving these people the help they need, such as mandatory psychological or rehabilitative treatment, Seattle officials have opted for the allegedly “compassionate” approach of enabling addiction and leaving mental illness untreated.

As Alice Baum and Donald Burnes argue, “simply providing housing is not the primary solution to the problem of homelessness because the lack of affordable housing is not the primary cause. Without help for their many disabling conditions, most of the homeless will continue to be unable to maintain themselves in permanent housing.” Marvin Olasky, a scholar at the Discovery Institute and the Acton Institute, similarly notes that handing out apartments with no requirement to change behavior undermines the goal of eliminating homelessness.

Some hit the streets because they already had serious problems, often including a catastrophic loss of family or community relationships, others sickened under the huge stress of long-term homelessness. Whatever the cause, they need help beyond four walls. Getting them out of sight makes the 99 percent of Americans who are housed feel better, but leaves tens of thousands helpless and hopeless.

“The federal policy of Housing First is at the heart of America’s deteriorating homelessness problem,” states a 2022 report from Discovery Institute’s Center on Wealth and Poverty. The report describes how the Housing First
solution to homelessness has become a “housing only” solution in practice. “In essence,” the report states, “we have created an enormous federal homelessness assistance program which is functionally equivalent to HUD Section 8 Housing—but with no rules.”

The best assistance is based on the principle of reciprocity rather than a one-way transfer. Yet the federal response to homelessness over the past decade has been a no-strings-attached guarantee of “free housing” with nothing asked of the recipient.

Housing First programs have failed primarily because they narrowly target housing as the sole cause of homelessness. As studies and experience on the ground show, homelessness is often due to drug addiction, mental illness, and lack of community support. By failing to address these causes, Housing First advocates craft policies that not only fail to solve the problem, but also waste taxpayer dollars and aggravate the very problems they seek to improve.

Doubling Down on Housing First

HUD’s most recent data on the record-high rates of homelessness should make it clear that Housing First policies do not work. Yet Seattle and King County advocates have doubled down on the model. According to University of Washington professor Gregg Colburn, who co-authored the book *Homelessness Is a Housing Problem*, “the concern is that people will then say, ‘Well, obviously, what we’re doing isn’t working.’ And to me, that’s the wrong interpretation.”

A spokesperson for Seattle Mayor Bruce Harrell has said that the city needs “continued investment” to address the crisis and would welcome “additional federal supports.” Leo Flor, Director of King County’s Department of Community and Human Services, told the *Seattle Times* that they will need to build more affordable housing and pay social service providers enough to address the crisis. “[W]e need to resist narratives that dehumanize people and instead embrace people who experience homelessness as members of our community,” said Flor. For activists and local officials, evidence that Housing First and harm-reduction efforts are not working simply means that the city needs to commit more to these “solutions” with additional funding.

Conflict of Visions

By all accounts, Seattle is dying. The destigmatizing of drug use has made the city more dangerous. Despite the funneling of more dollars into
permanent housing, homelessness has only grown worse, and despite efforts to reduce the harm associated with drug use, drug overdose deaths have skyrocketed.

One might think Seattle officials and activists would rethink the Housing First approach, given its patent failures. So why haven’t they learned the obvious lessons? Are they self-interested politicians invested in what Christopher Rufo calls “the homeless–industrial complex”\footnote{Rufo}\textsuperscript{111} Are they lazy, choosing to throw money at a problem rather than thinking about real solutions? Are they prostituting themselves for the votes of the liberal intelligentsia and leftists who, for different reasons—the former, guilt; the latter, another step toward the government control of all of life—support Housing First initiatives?

These might be part of the explanation, but there is another answer that might be worse than mere ignorance or stupidity: They are simply so blinded by ideology that they cannot see what is right in front of their noses. Their blind commitment to harm-reduction and Housing First policies looks like a prime example of what Thomas Sowell has called the “unconstrained vision.”

As Sowell outlines in \textit{A Conflict of Visions}, two basic visions of human nature help to explain today’s political and ideological divides—as much as they did in the 1980s.\footnote{Sowell} According to Sowell, a vision is a sense, a gut feeling, about causation. Those who espouse a constrained vision recognize the inherent limitations in human nature. Adam Smith, Edmund Burke, and the authors of the \textit{Federalist Papers} are among the prime figures who articulated the constrained vision.

Smith, for instance, saw man’s self-regard as one unchanging aspect of our nature. Though we are capable of virtue and self-sacrifice, our default is to act according to our own interests. This self-interest is something that will be part of our nature whether we like it or not. After all, everyone must eat, drink, breathe, and sleep. Given this fact, Sowell explains, Smith “attempted to determine how the moral and social benefits desired could be produced in the most efficient way, \textit{within} that constraint.”\footnote{Sowell} In other words, we cannot guarantee that people will act out of pure charity for the sake of others. But people are more likely to act in socially beneficial ways when there is a real incentive to do so. Thus, “[O]ne of the hallmarks of the constrained vision is that it deals in trade-offs rather than solutions.”\footnote{Sowell}

Key to the constrained vision, therefore, is an emphasis on the role that norms and institutions play in guiding civil society. These include the rule of law, families, cultures, and traditions passed from generation to generation. Society cannot change human nature, but if it has a realistic grasp of human
nature, a society can seek rules and institutions that channel incentives and actions in more productive and less destructive ways.

In the unconstrained vision, by contrast, man is ultimately perfectible. This leads to impatience when it comes to trade-offs in the search for the perfect solution. According to this vision, the human being is “highly plastic material,” capable of potentially limitless moral and intellectual progress. “A solution is achieved when it is no longer necessary to make a trade-off, even if the development of that solution entailed costs now past.” Sowell continues: “Given the unconstrained possibilities of man and nature, poverty and other sources of dissatisfaction could only be a result of evil intentions or blindness to solutions readily achievable by changing existing institutions.”

The assumption in the unconstrained vision is that man is fundamentally good, so we commit evil because of flawed existing systems and institutions. Thus, the key question becomes: What are the special causes of war, poverty, and crime? While the constrained vision recognizes these ailments as part of human existence, there is no reason for these things to persist according to an unconstrained view of human nature.

This helps to explain why, say, Housing First advocates will say they can eliminate homelessness within a decade as long as people commit to their solution. It also explains why well-meaning people can fail again and again to recognize direct evidence that contradicts their visions. Of course, not all who support Housing First programs are truly well-meaning. Pushing homelessness policies under the guise of a rosy, humanitarian vision surely works in favor of those, such as the KCRHA, who lead Seattle’s prominent Housing First programs. Not all homeless activists are so cynical, but there are plenty of actors who have a vested interest in maintaining the “homeless–industrial complex.” As Rufo has observed, “In the world of Seattle homelessness, the big ‘winners’ are social-service providers.... For the executive leadership of these organizations, homelessness is a lucrative business.”

Regardless of whether one espouses an unconstrained vision in good faith or as a façade, such “solutions” to homelessness ultimately ignore the costs and trade-offs required to accomplish that goal. Even if zero homelessness is a laudable goal, it is unclear why spending millions of dollars on permanent housing will solve the issue if people are homeless because they are addicts, mentally ill, or some combination of both. At best, such solutions are ineffective and waste taxpayer dollars; at worst, they likely make the crisis even more acute by creating perverse incentives that lead to bad consequences.
Which is why those who hold the constrained vision prize prudence so highly. We live in a world of scarcity, and there are facts about human nature that are not going to change. Therefore, the best shot we have at maintaining a peaceful society is to consider trade-offs and the costs that will be incurred by those trade-offs. There will never be an ultimate solution to the trials and turmoil of life, at least this side of the Kingdom of God. So the question is: How, in spite of these evils, do some societies manage to flourish and maintain law and order?

### Incentives and Institutions

Let us return to the Broken Windows theory. The success of this theory when it was put into practice in New York City in the 1990s reveals a key truth about the constrained vision of human nature: Incentives and institutions are vital to upholding civil society.

The policing reforms begun and implemented during Mayor Rudy Giuliani’s eight-year tenure and carried through for the 12 years that Mike Bloomberg was mayor created an effective incentive structure.\(^\text{117}\) Upping police presence and cracking down on more crimes disincentivized lawlessness. When even a petty misdemeanor does not pay, the cost of committing worse crimes is much higher.\(^\text{118}\) Enforcing laws against petty crimes, which might be more common than severe crimes, helps to remind everyone that the cost of crime in the city has gone up—just as the cost of common groceries—milk, eggs, cheese, bread—suggests to consumers that inflation is the problem elsewhere in the economy. Besides, major criminals also commit minor offenses, so making arrests for the latter sometimes catches the former, creating a “twofer” that benefits society.

But proper incentives require more than government and law enforcement. Local communities, bound together by families, neighbors, churches, and other institutions of civil society, create informal checks on behavior and offer positive incentives to act lawfully.

The pioneers of New York’s policing reforms understood this. As George Kelling and former New York City Police Commissioner William Bratton highlighted in a 1998 essay, “the restoration of assertive policing in 1994 and 1995 interacted with community forces to achieve an unprecedented ‘tipping point’ in violent and other forms of crime” and restore the rule of law to the city.\(^\text{119}\) “In the final analysis,” they explain, “we believe that we have seen New York City do what cities and communities have traditionally done when confronted by disorder, crime, and mayhem: it has moved to reassert control over disorderly behavior, fear, and crime.”\(^\text{120}\)
This goes back to Sowell’s point: that the constrained vision is concerned with the special causes of a peaceful, law-abiding society. The answer requires us to recognize inherent limits to human nature. The Broken Windows theory recognizes that we cannot count on people to behave virtuously when the incentives to do so are absent—or, even worse, when there are more incentives to act viciously.

Those who espouse the unconstrained vision, by contrast, ignore the importance of incentives and the mechanisms by which they are reinforced. Seattle’s lawmakers have led with this “unconstrained” view of human nature for the better part of a decade. Although it may seem compassionate on its face, this vision has ushered in crime and disorder at staggering rates.

**Ignoring Incentives, Undermining Institutions**

Housing First advocates assume that once people are given the right “solution”—in this case, a roof over their head and a safe way to use drugs—their behavior will change for the better. This assumption is reflected in outreach efforts that emphasize “flexible treatment” and meeting the homeless “on their own terms.” Housing First advocates oppose “involuntary treatment”—as Shellenberger’s interviews reveal—because all of us supposedly will do the right thing if we have the “solution” handed to us.

But what do we really expect will happen when we hand out housing with no requirements for sobriety and, on top of that, encourage drug use through “safe injection” sites? It seems to be a feature of the unconstrained vision to ignore the obvious consequences of such policies.

Just as the unconstrained vision eschews proper incentives for good behavior, it also ignores the institutions that reinforce good behavior. Unconstrained “solutions” to drug abuse and homelessness involve overarching government programs, bypassing the intermediary role of families, neighbors, churches, and civic organizations. Earlier welfare workers, like those who espouse the constrained vision in Sowell’s terms, understood that effective outreach requires active engagement by these local institutions and warned of the serious consequences of top-down government welfare intervention.

- “Relief given without reference to friends and neighbors is accompanied by moral loss,” said Mary Richmond of the Baltimore Charity Organizing Society in 1897. “Poor neighborhoods are doomed to grow poorer whenever the natural ties of neighborliness are weakened by well-meant but unintelligent interference.”
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The New Orleans Charity Organization Society declared in 1899 that “[i]ntelligent giving and intelligent withholding are alike true charity. If drink has made a man poor, money will feed not him, but his drunkenness.”

“[O]ur predecessors made moral demands on recipients of aid,” Marvin Olasky has written of these 19th century volunteers. True compassion requires accountability and expectations of improvement—in a word, toughness. Bureaucrats guided by government diktat cannot properly make demands of this sort. As a matter of HUD policy, in fact, subsidized homeless programs cannot require any change in behavior on the part of the recipient.

While individuals are normally held responsible within a community, that accountability is weakened—if not eliminated altogether—by government-guaranteed services with no strings attached. In effect, top-down Housing First programs have fueled disorder and addiction on the part of the recipient while undermining the vital role that civil society ought to play in alleviating these problems.

Officials in cities like Seattle should heed the wisdom of earlier social workers who, as Olasky puts it, “saw family, work, freedom, and faith as central to our being, not as ‘lifestyle options.’” Indeed, mediating institutions play a broader role in civil society. Informal rules of behavior, enforced by local communities, have proven vital in curbing crime and maintaining order.

Religious involvement is one such example. In 2010, two Baylor University researchers conducted a comprehensive review of 270 studies of the link between religion and crime. They found that approximately 90 percent of the studies established an “inverse or beneficial relationship between religion and some measure of crime or delinquency.” In other words, a vast majority of studies confirm either an inverse correlation between religious involvement and crime rates or the direct effect that religion plays in lowering crime. These findings support the idea that “religious involvement is a relevant protective and prosocial factor.”

Yet, the authors note, the role of religion is largely omitted from current criminological literature. Modern sociologists and criminologists have often treated humans in reductive, materialistic terms rather than as moral agents. Sowell’s description of the unconstrained vision may help to explain this omission.

Specifically, those who espouse an unconstrained vision look for the “special causes” of crime, poverty, and so forth. If human nature is plastic, simply a product of environment and institutions, then the source of crime must lie
within the “system.” Surely, then, we can eliminate crime with the right solution—for example, by providing everyone with enough material resources so that they won’t have to steal. A more rounded-out account of crime, however, must accommodate the moral and spiritual dimensions of our nature. We are not merely products of our environment; we are creatures endowed by nature with an intellect and a will. We are inclined toward vice but can also achieve virtue. We are also social creatures, embedded in families and communities. Thus, institutions like churches can play a vital role in encouraging individual virtue and channeling positive social outcomes.

Admittedly, showing some spine will not save everyone, but the current policy is making matters far worse for everyone—the homeless and anyone who cares about them as individuals (families, friends, former coworkers, and so forth) as well as the people forced to live near homeless encampments because they cannot afford to live in the suburbs where the Housing First acolytes live. The government is making their lives worse—from security, quality-of-life, and financial perspectives—just to salve the consciences of people who will not accept the fact that some ailments cannot be fully eradicated in a fallen world and to enable politicians to euchre the public into believing that what mollifies their feelings of guilt will also solve this problem.

**Lessons in Preserving Civil Society**

In his 1893 essay, “The Significance of the Frontier in American History,” Frederick Jackson Turner observed that the Western frontier is the “meeting point between savagery and civilization.” For Turner, the Western frontier was marked by a perennial rebirth, an “expansion westward with its new opportunities, its continuous touch with the simplicity of primitive society...” Rule of law and the institutions of civil society keep the savagery in check. But conversely, Shellenberger has warned, “[w]hen our manic character, born of the flight from oppression and the adventure of the Wild West frontier, is unbalanced by more sober virtues, lawlessness and disorder result.”

The American Founders understood that a free, self-governing people depend upon public morality. An effective yet limited government upholds this foundation by protecting our basic rights: life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. As Alexander Hamilton wrote in *Federalist* No. 15, “Why has government been instituted at all? Because the passions of men will not conform to the dictates of reason and justice without constraint.” Hamilton articulated a constrained vision of human nature—one that recognizes our inherent limitations and the need for proper incentives and institutions to keep us in line. As Sowell writes, “Social rules are as central
to the constrained vision as unfettered individual judgment and individual conscience are at the heart of the unconstrained vision.”

Seattle and other West Coast blue cities have been the subjects of experiments designed to test the unconstrained vision. Rather than focusing on what worked before, their leaders decided to experiment with progressive reforms in the areas of law enforcement, crime, drugs, and homelessness. In the name of “equity” and “social justice,” Seattle lawmakers have undermined those conditions that provided a safe environment in which prosperity could bloom as recently as the 1990s. Specifically, the city:

- Loosened its drug laws and reinforcement mechanisms.

- Crippled its police force by making drastic cuts in the department and dissuading officers from cracking down on “small” crimes. Many police officers attest that they feel the city has prevented them from doing their jobs.

- Has spent millions of taxpayer dollars on housing projects to eliminate homelessness that often fail to be completed and, more crucially, fail to address the underlying causes of homelessness. Seemingly compassionate Housing First and harm-reduction policies that offer “safe injection” sites and “free housing” have only enabled drug addicts to continue their destructive habits.

- Has punished businesses by imposing burdensome tax measures and allowing crime and disorder to proliferate on the streets. The exodus of businesses in turn has further crippled the city. Spots that were once hubs for business and growth have been replaced by homeless encampments and open-air drug dens.

A functioning society depends on rule of law, respect for private property, and strong mediating institutions. When these things erode, civilization erodes with it. As we see in Seattle, once public disorder gets out of hand, it becomes a vicious cycle that further reinforces lawlessness and decay.

To avoid this fate, political leaders must work with rather than against the inherent constraints of human nature. This is an act of prudence, a virtue by which we consider the best course of action and consider consequences and trade-offs. As Edmund Burke put it, “Prudence is not only the first in rank of the virtues political and moral, but she is the director, the regulator, the standard of them all.”
In a world of scarcity, limited resources, and a limited human nature, the prudent statesman asks: How can we achieve beneficial outcomes within these constraints, and what are those conditions of human prosperity that have worked time and time again? The prudent man will appreciate the hard-won wisdom of past generations and avoid new “solutions” that eschew trade-offs and the basic facts of human nature.

Conclusion

If Seattle is past the point of repair, we now know why. Current leaders theoretically could muster the political will to repair enough “broken windows” and bring the city back from the brink. That would surely be an inspiring lesson. But any such feat in a place like Seattle would require immense amounts of moral and political courage on the part of both lawmakers and citizens generally. It seems more likely that Seattle will not return to its original prosperity.

The Emerald City may then serve as a valuable lesson in what not to do. Leaders and residents of other cities should take heed and preserve those things that have made their cities peaceful and prosperous. When institutions of civil society and government erode, broken windows abound, and once this process is underway, disorder spreads like a virus. Cities that want to avoid the same fate as the Emerald City’s might therefore want to repair their windows as soon as they are broken.

Gillian Richards is a Research Associate in the B. Kenneth Simon Center for American Studies at The Heritage Foundation.
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